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A supporting-strip Cisarranged horizontally
To ?t/7, 7th On, it in Gulf concer'7.
Be it known that I, HARRY C. BUNNELL, a on the rear face of the chair-back B, extend
citizen of the United States, residing at West ing on each side of same, and supports the rear
port, in the county of Essex and the State of ends of the arms C, the said arms being par
New York, have invented a new and useful allel to the base or lower edges of the sides A. 55
Improvement in Chairs, of which the follow The chair-seat ID rests on the forward por
ing is a specification.
m
tion of the edges A* of the sides of the chair,
The object of this invention is a chair of its rear edge bearing against the back B, and
the bungalow type adapted for use on porches, its forward corners are cut out, so that it fits
O lawns, at camps, and also adapted to be con
around two sides of each of the legs C. The
verted into an invalid's chair.
pitch of the seat D and the back B is such
A further object of the invention is to pro that the seat is at almost a right angle to the
duce a strong durable chair adapted to with back B, and both are at an angle to the lower
stand rough usage and exposure to the base edges of the sides A. A bar C" connects
the legs C adjacent their lower ends, and a
15 weather.
With these objects in view my invention foot-rest Eishinged to the bar C", a support
consists of a chair constructed as hereinafter ing-piece E being hinged to the front edge of
described, particularly pointed out in the the foot-rest. A board F forms the front wall
claim, and shown in the accompanying draw of a compartment arranged below the seat,
ings, in which
the lower edge of the board F meeting the 7 O
Figure 1 is a perspective view of the chair. back Badjacent its lower edge and extending
Fig. 2 is a vertical longitudinal section through upwardly and forwardly to a point adjacent
the chair.
the legs C. To give access to this compart
In constructing my chair I employ two ment, I prefer to make the seat D in sections,
75
25 parallel solid side pieces A, having a straight the section D being hinged, as shown.
under edge or base adapted to rest upon a Suitable cushions G may be employed on
level floor. The front edge A' consists of a the chair seat and back, as shown in Fig. 1,
vertical portion adjacent the upper corner or on the back only, the seat-cushion being re
and a lower rearwardly-inclined portion. The movable, as shown in Fig. 2.
upper edge Aslants rearwardly and down To convert the chair into one adapted for
wardly, which slant is increased at a point the use of invalids, I provide a base-board H.,
Substantially midway the length of the edge having beveled side edges and which may be
A'. These side pieces A have therefore, as inserted in the compartment below the seat,
will be seen from Fig. 1, an irregular-shaped as shown in Fig. 2, and by raising the hinged
35 diamond outline. The back B of the chair is section D' of the seat D a supplemental Sec
also formed in one solid piece and fits in its tion D” may be inserted, as also shown in Fig.
lower portion between the side pieces A, ex 2, which section is provided with the circular
tending upwardly and rearwardly from the opening D'. The board H serves as a Sup
front end of the lower or base edges of the port for a vessel or receptacle of any desired
9O
sides A to the point midway the length of kind.
the edges A, where the slant of the said edges From the above description it is thought
change, and thence continues in a straight line that the advantages of this construction will
a considerable distance above the said sides A. be obvious.
The chair is provided with two parallel front Having thus fully described my invention,
45 legs C, which are secured to the sides A ad what I claim as new, and desire to secure by 95
jacent the vertical portions of the front edges Letters Patent, is
A" and extends above them to serve as a sup A chair comprising solid, parallel, approxi
port for the arms C". These arms C are of mately diamond-shaped side pieces, a seat hav
considerable width at their forward ends and ing a cut-out portion resting on the forward OO
have their inner edges curved, as shown at C. portion of the upper edges of the said side
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pieces, a rearwardly and upwardly inclined above the compartment formed by the side
solid back arranged between the side pieces pieces, back and front board, as and for the ?o
and along the line of their greatest width and purpose set forth.

extending above same, a front board arranged
5 between the side pieces having its lower edge

w

in contact with the back and its upper edge
in contact with the seat adjacent the front edge
of the seat, and a hinged section to said seat
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